
Big skyBig sky
by Kate Atkinson
Investigating a new client's suspicions
about an unfaithful spouse, iconoclastic
detective Jackson Brodie is catapulted by
a chance encounter into a sinister network
of secrets and lies. By the award-winning
author of Case Histories. 150,000 first

printing

Looking for yesterdayLooking for yesterday
by Marcia Muller
Sharon McCone investigates when Caro
Warrick, a woman acquitted for the
murder of her best friend, is discovered
brutally beaten close to home in this new
novel from the award-winning author of
Wolf in the Shadows. 50,000 first printing.

The sentence is death : a novelThe sentence is death : a novel
by Anthony Horowitz
When a celebrity divorce lawyer is found
bludgeoned to death with a bottle of wine,
private investigator Daniel Hawthorne is
hired by the police to uncover the culprit

Sidney Sheldon's The silentSidney Sheldon's The silent
widowwidow
by Tilly Bagshawe
A decade after a young au pair goes
missing in Mexico City, psychologist Nikki
Roberts uncovers a common link
between the cold case and a spate of
murders in Los Angeles. By the best-

selling author of Angel of the Dark
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The twenty-threeThe twenty-three
by Linwood Barclay
When hundreds of people are sickened
by deliberately contaminated water in a
small New York community's water
supply, Detective Barry Duckworth
scrambles to identify the culprit while
investigating the murder of a college
student whose crime scene disturbingly

resembles those of two other victims. (suspense).

Rat runRat run
by Caro Ramsay
Detectives Anderson and Costello
investigate a reopened murder case in
which a neighbor was convicted of killing
a mother and two sons twenty-three
years ago

The thirstThe thirst
by Jo Nesbø
When Harry is drawn back into the Oslo
police force to investigate a serial
murderer who has begun targeting Tinder
daters, the murderer's MO reignites
Harry's hunt for a former nemesis

The A listThe A list
by Judith A Jance
A threat from her past has Ali Reynolds
and her team racing against the clock to
stop a ruthless killer

The Innocence GameThe Innocence Game
by Michael T. Harvey
Invited to participate in an elite seminar
with two classmates, Ian Joyce, a top
journalism student, investigates wrongful
convictions and cold cases including one
introduced by a fellow student involving
the murder of a young boy whose actual

killer may still be at large. By the award-winning author of
the Michael Kelly, P.I. series.
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